LF AI & DATA MLOps Committee

Overview
Committee’s Value Statement: To help MLOps related projects to get more recognition and adoption through cooperation by a passionate community of members.

Communication plan
Plan to have one online meeting once a month. 4Paradigm can organize it.

Topics
Identify projects that fit for MLOps Committee and their scenario
Exposure to industry about these projects
Provide opportunity for committee members to cooperate across different projects

Possible outputs
White Paper of MLOps for LF AI & Data
Best practice or Engineering Guide for MLOps

Plan for Deliverables Objective in 2022
A book named as MLOps Practice & Tools

This book will include
What is MLOps
What is it for
And the guideline
Open Source Tools FeastOpenMLDBAdlikByzer
MLOps in real business NeteasexiaomiICBetc
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Projects in Scope

1. OpenMLDB
2. ADlik
3. Feathr
4. Feast
5. Byzer

Mail List

Please self subscribe to the mail list here at https://lists.lfaidata.foundation/g/mlops-committee

Or email mlops-committee@lists.lfaidata.foundation for more information.

Meetings

#TencentMeeting: 683-5682-6464

Click the link to join the meeting, or add to the meeting list:
https://meeting.tencent.com/dm/i3JD30YfLg9

Meeting topic: MLOps Committee Meeting
Meeting time: 2022/10/26 15:00-16:00 (GMT+08:00) China Standard Time - Beijing
Repeat cycle: 2022/10/26-2023/12/27 15:00-16:00, the 4th Wednesday of each month
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